Dear Respected Authors,

Thanks a lot for your submission!

This note is for those who have dual-submission [i.e., submission to ICIEV and another conference/journal/etc. of having significantly similar contents] or, plagiarism (Plagiarism is defined in dictionaries as the "wrongful appropriation," "close imitation," or "purloining and publication" of another author's "language, thoughts, ideas, or expressions," and the representation of them as own [Source: wiki]),

Before we take any disciplinary actions, let us know if you have any!

We have already noticed a couple of cases and disciplinary actions will be undertaken as per the disciplinary committee – e.g.,

- Report to host university;
- Black-listing authors and/or, the dept/host institute, etc. for future submission;
- Uploading black-listed names of the authors with affiliation in the website of ICIEV;
- Barring them for any further submission to ICIEV;
- Report to IEEE & IAPR about them as black-listed authors.

We hope that authors will maintain the academic honesty while submitting a paper.

Best Regards,

ICIEV 2012